
Quick Reference 

Each game turn consists of the following six 

phases. Dominance and Draw are played 

simultaneously. Other phases are played 

separately. 

1. Main Phase 

- Play units 

- Play event cards related to this phase. 

2. Move Phase 

- Move up to 3 of your units 

- Play event cards related to this phase 

3. Explore Phase 

- Play locations 

- Play event cards related to this phase 

4. Battle Phase 

- Initiate up to 3 battles 

- Play event cards related to this phase 

5. Dominance Phase 

- Count income 

- Play event cards related to this phase 

6. Draw 

- Discard any cards from hand and draw new 

cards 

At the end of each turn, the First player must 

pass the survival coin to the next player. 

 

 

 

 

 

Rules Clarification 

Exert and Wound 

While a unit takes a wound or exerts, give it a 

red blood glass counter. 

Survival coin 

Determines the first player before each game 

starts and then is used as the first player token 

for next rounds. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

The source cost of each 

event played during combat 

involving bearer is -1 (to a 

minimum of 0). 
 

Bearer gains DEFENSE +1. 

 

When a unit takes this 

artifact from battleground, 

its bearer may draw a card. 

 

Bearer gains VITALITY -1. 

 

Bearer gains ATTACK +1. 

 

When a unit takes this artifact  

from battleground, its bearer  

gains 2 sources. 

 

Bearer gains DAMAGE +1. 

 

Bearer gains DAMAGE -1. 

 

Bearer gains MOVE +1. 

 

Bearer gains ATTACK -1. 

 

Bearer gains FEROCITY. 

 

When a unit takes this artifact 

from battleground, its bearer 

must discard a card from hand. 

 

Bearer gains INCOME +1. 

 

Bearer gains DEFENSE -1. 

 

Bearer gains INCOME -1. 

 

Bearer gains RAPTURE. 

 

The source cost of each 

event played during combat 

involving bearer is +1. 

 

Bearer gains VITALITY +1. 

 

Bearer gains SENTINEL. 

 

When a unit takes this artifact  

from battleground, its bearer  

looses 2 sources. 


